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Introduction

When researchers at MIT looked into the challenge of communicating in high noise
environments, such as a factory floor or drilling rig, they came up with an ingenious
solution. They created a wearable device that reads the human mind. Well, not quite.
The device uses artificial intelligence (AI) to interpret electrical impulses in the jaw
triggered when speaking and transmits it to a colleague wearing a similar device1.
This is just one example of the potential of AI to dramatically transform the way
enterprises address key business and operational challenges.
Organizations today have not been slow to understand the potential of AI to augment
and automate the human decision-making process. Almost every department
and business unit, from sales and marketing to production and the supply chain to
customer service, are now examining how to best benefit. However, AI by itself is only
part of the answer.
Enterprises face an increasing volume of data, being created at dizzying speeds and
in a wide variety of structured and unstructured formats. Gaining the maximum insight
from big data requires going beyond merely collecting information to identifying
specific answers within the data.
The combination of AI and analytics is a game-changer. It can sift through any amount
of data, at a speed and with an accuracy no human could achieve, as well as identify
trends and define relationships to uncover actionable intelligence that drives quicker
and better decision-making.
It moves beyond traditional data analytics that study defined datasets to answer the
questions you ask. Typically called AI-augmented analytics, the combination of AI and
analytics can be directed by human users to look at all available data, automatically
narrow it down to the relevant data and look at it to discover deeper and
deeper insights.

About this guide

This guide, Enterprise AI and Analytics Explained, is full of everything needed to
understand the different types of AI and analytics available and the benefits they can
bring to an organization.
This book consists of seven chapters:
• Chapter 1: Understanding AI and analytics in the enterprise
• Chapter 2: The major types of enterprise AI and analytics
• Chapter 3: The main benefits of AI-driven analytics

• Chapter 4: The key use cases for AI-driven analytics in the enterprise

• Chapter 5: How different industry sectors are affected by AI-driven analytics
• Chapter 6: Selecting the right AI and analytics provider
• Chapter 7: Top 10 tips for building a business case
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Who should read this guide?

This book was written to be as accessible as possible for everyone. The content is
designed for board-level and senior management at any organization where AI and
analytics are becoming a major component of operational and business processes.
But, it's also for anyone who wants to understand more about how AI and analytics are
re-shaping modern business and how to benefit from these technologies.
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Chapter 1

Understanding AI and Analytics in
the Enterprise
In this chapter
•

Learn the definition of artificial intelligence

•

Discover the four key technologies of AI and analytics

•

Understand the power of enterprise AI and analytics

When asked, global CIOs placed AI at the top of the list of game-changing
technologies, with analytics a close second2. These two interrelated technologies are
ideally suited to address a major challenge facing the enterprise: data.
Data has become a business’s most valuable asset, more valuable, indeed, than oil3.
However, that value can only be harnessed if an organization uses all the data at its
disposal. The amount of data is growing exponentially. There is also an increasing
variety of data, which is broken down into two categories:
• Structured data. Any data that resides in a fixed field within a record or file, such as a
relational database or spreadsheet.

• Unstructured data. Any data that doesn’t have a pre-defined data model or is not
organized in a pre-defined manner, such as text, video, email and social media posts.
The speed at which data is created is accelerating rapidly. Every organization is now
faced with a virtual tsunami of data. This chapter discusses how AI and analytics help
provide control over business data.

Defining AI

John McCarthy and Marvin Minsky, two AI pioneers of the 1950s, described AI as any task
performed by a computer that would take human thought or intelligence to accomplish4.
AI, in effect, creates intelligent machines that learn, work and react in similar ways to
people. An AI system should typically be able to demonstrate human traits, such as:
• Knowledge
• Reasoning
• Learning
• Planning

• Problem solving
• Perception
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Put simply, AI involves teaching computers to do what comes naturally to humans.
Humans bank experiences and use this knowledge, and the lessons learned, to help
make decisions. Where humans can instinctively see patterns in relatively small
amounts of data, AI has the potential to examine almost any amount of data or variety
of data quickly and efficiently to extrapolate meaning and predict outcomes.
While AI has, over the years, conjured the image of super-computers that take over
the world, this remains firmly in the province of science fiction. AI does not yet
have cognitive capabilities similar to humans, such as the ability to make complex
judgments, have emotional responses or handle ambiguity.
Businesses today are using machine learning methods to teach their AI how to
complete specific tasks without being explicitly programmed to do so. This type of
AI allows a user to train the machine to help find the best solutions and then focus on
higher-value business issues.
Finally, it’s important to remember that AI is not a single technology. It’s a range of
technologies that bring a range of capabilities to problem solving, decision support
and task automation.

The power of AI and analytics in the enterprise

Data analytics technologies have been around for many years and are good at creating
visualizations to convey the current state of a business, as well as trends. However,
analytics depend on programmed workflows and are restricted to the data models
users define, examining data the user selected and answering questions the
user asked.
In effect, traditional analytics allows the user to study the data to find problems,
solutions, opportunities and risks. Today, there is so much data that it’s impossible to
gain full insight from the available data through analytics techniques alone. That's why
together, AI and analytics make a winning team. AI helps make sense of all data, find
patterns and correlations, make connections between data points and predict and
prescribe actions—all in realtime, or near realtime.
The goal is action. The combination of AI and analytics, often called AI-augmented
analytics, allows users to concentrate on the data that really matters. For example, a
bank may use analytics to monitor the number of transactions a customer makes in
a day. It sets a limit on the transactions and suspends the account if it is exceeded,
which causes a problem for the customer. AI-augmented analytics examines all the
available data to more clearly identify patterns and anomalies to suspend only the
accounts at greatest risk of fraud or theft.
This is a continuous process. The more data that AI models are exposed to, the more it
will evolve to optimize performance. Business outcomes improve with every iteration.
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Why deploy AI and analytics in the enterprise?

The rapid advances in AI and analytics technologies have begun to reshape how
many enterprises work. Leaders are using these technologies not only to improve
operational performance, but also to introduce entirely new business models.
AI and analytics can address three key areas:
1. Operations. Transform how the enterprise interacts with customers, partners and
the supply chain. Optimize business processes, financial management, business
models and innovation.
2. Assets. Improve the performance and availability of every asset throughout
its lifecycle.

3. Workforce. Automate and refine business processes and workflows, and augment
decision-making to enhance performance and outcomes.
Research suggests that companies that deploy these advanced digital capabilities
grow revenue and market share faster than others and improve profit margins by a
factor of three times over the average5.
Emerging use cases for AI and analytics include:
• Predictive maintenance in manufacturing and energy
• Recommendation engines in ecommerce and retail
• Proactive replenishment in the supply chain

• Behavioral and sentiment analysis in digital marketing

The most popular use cases will be covered in chapter 4.

Enterprise AI and analytics: Four key technologies
Today, four key technology areas are central to the development of AI and analytics
within the enterprise: big data, machine learning, natural language processing and data
analytics and business intelligence.

Big data

There will soon be 40 trillion gigabytes of data in the world and 90 percent of it was
created in the last two years6. The sheer scale of data being created is breathtaking.

Big data works on the principle that the more known about something, the better
the insight and predictions can be made from that information. As data is compared,
patterns and trends emerge, and these relationships in the data allow the user to learn
and make better decisions.
As organizations become more digital, the amount of data within the enterprise
explodes from enterprise systems, such as databases and ERP, voice and video, email
and mobile, as well as emerging technologies, such as the cloud and the Internet of
Things (IoT). As a result, organizations are continually faced with more, larger and
increasingly complex datasets.
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This is the challenge of big data. Users must be able to identify what data is relevant,
extract it, reformat it and then present it for analysis. Estimates suggest that only 0.5
percent of accessible data is analyzed, which demonstrates the difficulty of properly
managing the data within the enterprise7.
Before AI and analytics can be applied, big data has to be properly processed and
managed. This process involves three components:
1. Data preparation and integration. Any enterprise can be faced with billions of new
structured and unstructured data points each day. Big data includes data in a wide
variety of formats. This data has to be brought compiled and transformed into a
format that the AI or analytics solution can use for processing. From there, models
can be created to enable analytics and business intelligence, including descriptive,
predictive and prescriptive analytics (see chapter 2).

2. Data storage. As big data has increased, data storage has become cheap and
plentiful. However, traditional storage technologies were not designed for the
storage and presentation of the large datasets required for AI and analytics.
Organizations began creating data warehouses specifically designed to
accommodate the growth in the volume of structured data. Today, data lakes hold
the vast amounts of structured and unstructured data involved with big data so that
the data can be combined and cleaned to facilitate AI and advanced analytics.

3. Compute power. Similar to data storage, new types of computing power have been
developed to specifically address the provision of AI and analytics. Initially, graphics
processing units (GPUs), originally designed to render computer graphics, were
used to perform the computations. Today, custom chips are designed specifically
for the type of computation work necessary to accelerate the building and operation
of machine learning models.

A brief word on data preparation and integration

In some ways, the toughest task within data analytics is not the analysis itself. It begins
with data collection and preparation. Users must be certain they have all the data
required, it is up-to-date and accurate and in a useable form for systems.
Within data collection, users need to identify both the business issue they are seeking
insight into and the data needed to reveal that insight. Data from different sources
must be combined via data integration and transformed into a common format that
can be loaded into the analytics system.
Once the data required is in place, the next step is to fix data quality problems
that could affect the accuracy of analytics applications. This will include data
harmonization, data profiling and data cleansing to ensure that that the information
in a dataset is consistent and that errors are eliminated. In addition, data governance
policies need to be applied to ensure the data is properly used and complies with
corporate policies and data regulations, such as the EU’s General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR).
Only after this point is reached can the real work of AI and analytics begin in earnest.
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Machine learning

Machine learning is an aspect of AI that uses statistical techniques to give computer
systems the ability to learn from data without being programmed to do so. It uses
algorithms to parse data, learn from it and then make recommendations or predictions
about an action or outcome.
In this context, learning means the ability to improve or refine performance and
accuracy as a result of the data that the system has been exposed to, either structured
or unstructured data depending on the system’s level of complexity.
Computers require a great deal of data to learn, so big data and machine learning
become the ideal bedfellows. It can take some machine learning applications a vast
amount of separate data points and datasets to properly and accurately learn the task
it is to accomplish.
In practice, machine learning software consists of a series of algorithms that can learn
from, and make predictions based on, the data it receives. It can go beyond simply
following static program instructions by building models from sample inputs to help
the system make data-driven predictions to support decisions and actions.
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Common machine learning algorithms
Some of the most popular machine learning algorithms include:
•

Linear regression. Calculates values from data that seems
correlated, using several independent variables (predictors) to
predict another variable (dependent variable).

•

Logistic regression. Tries to produce a realistic binary result
(yes or no) concerning the likelihood of something occurring,
e.g., predicting probability from observed data variables.

•

Naïve Bayes. Family of classification algorithms that predicts
the probability of something belonging to a class, while assuming
that particular features in a class are independent of any other feature.

•

Artificial Neural Network (ANN). A set of interconnected algorithms loosely
modelled after how the human brain operates and analyzes data. ANNs are
designed to learn how to recognize patterns and solve problems without requiring
a specific set of criteria or rules. They were originally designed to approach tasks
in a similar manner to humans, but are now focused on providing advanced insights
through robust self-learning capabilities.

•

Decision trees. Predicts likely behaviors and values based on
data attributes and simple decision rules, and visually represents
decisions and decision makings.

•

K-Means. Groups data into homogenous clusters such that similar
data attributes are grouped within a cluster and the attribute
closest to the mean becomes the prototype of the cluster.

There are four main approaches to machine learning:
1. Supervised learning. In this method, machines learn by example. They are exposed
to large amounts of data covering a wide variety of scenarios. The data is labeled,
tagged and annotated to highlight features of interest. By examining more and more
training data, the machine learns to distinguish the labeled elements. It may take
millions of datasets and many hours to train the system. Once trained, the algorithm
can automatically apply those labels to appropriate elements in the new data.
2. Unsupervised learning. This method uses algorithms to help machines identify
patterns within data and come to conclusions. Algorithms can be extremely
complicated but, essentially, they’re focused on clustering a set of similar objects
into a group, or variations on “if this, then that” extrapolated to a potentially infinite
number of variables to determine association amongst items. The algorithm uses
data that is neither classified nor labeled and acts on that information without
guidance to group data together based on similarities.
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3. Semi-supervised learning. This method uses a combination of supervised and
unsupervised learning. It has the potential to learn from much smaller datasets than
supervised learning as it can use smaller amounts of labeled data to generate huge
amounts of fresh data to teach itself.

4. Reinforcement learning. In this method, the system is rewarded for performing well.
It allows the machine to automatically determine the ideal behavior within a specific
context to maximize its performance. In effect, the system goes through a process
of trial and error and is rewarded for good behavior. It learns which behaviors are
most beneficial to continually learn the optimal way to complete the task.
Machine learning software is becoming increasingly sophisticated. For example, deep
learning is a form of machine learning that follows the structure and function of
the brain to enable algorithms to handle large volumes of data faster, which is
particularly helpful for challenges like image recognition. Machine learning today
is being used for a wide range of applications, including knowledge discovery and
predictive maintenance.

Natural language processing

Human language is a form of unstructured data for computers that layers another
challenge on top: To work with language, it’s critical to understand its meaning.
This is something that comes naturally to humans. However, it is extremely difficult
for computers to understand the context in speech and text. Language is rich
and continually evolving. It’s full of ambiguities and nuances that our day-to-day
experience teaches us to understand.
Natural language processing (NLP) is a type of machine learning that allows computers
to understand, analyze and even generate human language. As much of the new data
being created today is in the form of text, audio and video, NLP becomes essential to
unlock the value in this type of data. It plays a critical role in supporting interactions
between humans and computers.
Each NLP system works differently, but the process is always similar. The system
breaks each word down into its part of speech. For example, is it a noun or a verb?
This is achieved through a series of grammar rules driven by algorithms to establish
meaning and context. These algorithms can be broken down into two
broad categories:
• Syntactic analysis. Syntax refers to the arrangement of words in a sentence. In NLP,
syntactic analysis assesses how natural language aligns with set grammatical rules.
The system applies algorithms to specific groups of words and derives grammatical
meaning from them.
• Semantic analysis. Semantics refers to the meaning that is conveyed by a text.
In NLP, semantic analysis reduces sentences to their basic structure and looks
for patterns to establish context. It is this analytical capability that enables the
computer to understand that words can have different meanings and apply the
correct meaning to a particular usage of the word.
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Early approaches to NLP involved a rules-based approach, in which machine learning
algorithms were programmed by pairing words and phrases with specific responses.
The algorithms were trained using large amounts of data to hone their ability and
improve accuracy over time.
However, the growth of unstructured data within business communication and social
media can cause an issue for this approach as the data is based on free-form text that
doesn’t sit within structured fields and, as such, is inaccessible and can’t be
analyzed systematically.
To overcome this, new generations of deep-learning-based NLP models have
developed. This form of NLP requires massive amounts of information to identify
the correlations and context within language, but its flexible and intuitive approach
produces highly accurate results and continually improves over time as more data
from which to learn becomes available.
For example, computers have been trained to recognize what people are saying with an
accuracy of 95 percent. Computers have been able to transcribe speech as accurately
as a human translator4.

Data analytics and business intelligence

People often refer to data analytics as business intelligence (BI). However, they are not
identical, but rather overlapping and complementary technology areas.
Within data analytics, models and algorithms are applied to datasets to draw
conclusions from the information they contain. This process allows users to go
beyond identifying trends and patterns to automatically predict behaviors and provide
recommendations for actions based on the analysis of historical and realtime data.
At a basic level, data analytics can be split into quantitative and qualitative analysis.
• Quantitative analysis involves numerical data with quantifiable variables that can be
compared and measured to answer such questions as the number of cars that were
sold last month.
• Qualitative analysis is more interpretative and uses subjective judgment on nonquantifiable information, such as how customers feel about product packaging.
In addition, this type of analysis can be used to understand the content of nonnumerical data, such as text, images, audio and video.
More advanced types of data analytics include:

• Predictive analytics. Uses data, statistical algorithms and machine learning to
identify the likelihood of future outcomes based on historical data.

• Prescriptive analytics. Uses data, statistical algorithms and machine learning to
identify the best course of action based on historical and realtime data.

• Big data analytics. Applies data mining, predictive analytics and machine learning
tools to the massive datasets of big data to help organizations make
informed decisions.
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The different types of data analytics will be covered in more detail in chapter 2.
BI is a process for analyzing data and presenting actionable information to help
improve decision-making. It provides executives with insight into areas, such as
business operations, the supply chain and customer experience. Data analytics and BI
combine in the ability of BI to provide advanced data visualizations to enable everyone
to understand what the data is revealing.
Humans are visual creatures and absorb information more easily when it is presented
through the use of imagery. BI enables the creation of charts and reports, as well as
dashboards and performance scorecards that display visualized data analytics results
in an easy-to-understand format. For example, it’s much easier to understand sales
performance when displayed as a pie chart as opposed to the raw figures set out in a
spreadsheet.
In the past, these types of data visualizations were created for end users by BI
developers working in IT or a centralized BI team. Today, BI tools provide a wide range
of self-service functions that let business users create interactive visualizations to
meet specific requirements.
This democratization of data analysis means end users can make better use of
enterprise data to quickly and easily gain insight and share that information with
colleagues and partners.
1. Fortune Staff, How AI Is Changing the Way You Work, October 22, 2018.

2. DeNisco Rayome, Alison, AI, cybersecurity shape the CIO agenda for 2019 as IT budgets rise,
TechRepublic, October 19, 2018.
3. The world’s most valuable resource is no longer oil, but data, The Economist, May 6, 2017.
4. Heath, Nick, What is AI? Everything you need to know about Artificial Intelligence, ZDNet, February 12,
2018.
5. What’s now and next in analytics, AI, and automation, McKinsey, May 2017.
6. Petrov, Christo, Big Data Statistics 2020, TechJury, March 22, 2019.
7. Sales, 21 Big Data Statistics & Predictions on the Future of Big Data, January 25, 2018.
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Chapter 2

Types of AI and Analytics
in the Enterprise
In this chapter
•
•
•

Learn the different techniques when managing data
for AI and analytics
Discover the key types of AI and analytics

Learn about common use cases for each analytics type

Data-driven insights are critical for organizations that want to improve business
operations and launch new business initiatives. While research shows that almost
every enterprise wants to be data-driven, less than one third believe they are1. AI and
analytics are integral components of creating the data-driven organization.
There are many types of AI and analytics technologies, and each has its own
capabilities that make it suitable for different tasks and use cases within an enterprise.
The AI and analytics solution—or combination of solutions—selected will reflect the
specific business needs within the organization.
This chapter examines some of the most common AI and analytics technologies. But,
it starts by looking at techniques when managing data for enterprise AI and analytics.

Making sense of data

Although data can come from many sources, it must fit within a single, unified format to
be available for enterprise AI and analytics. This involves data discovery, data and text
mining and data visualization.

Data discovery

Data discovery is the collection and analysis of all the data available to an enterprise. It
transforms messy and unstructured data stored in any number of internal and external
sources and aggregates and formats it to enable analysis.
Data discovery produces a single source of the truth for data that can then be shared
or analyzed. It provides the collection, storage, reformatting and management of data,
as well as analytics capabilities.
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To deal with the growth of big data, modern data discovery solutions combine AI and
analytics to generate insights automatically and continually. Previously, a human would
both ask and answer the question based on the results provided. Today, the human
asks the question and the data discovery solution answers it.
The key feature of data discovery is its ability to democratize data. It allows business
users to bypass the data scientist and IT department and handle their own data
preparation and visualization. These self-service features enable business users to
instantly see trends, patterns and outliers within the data.

The key steps involved in data discovery
Data discovery includes three key steps.

1. Data collection is the first step in the data discovery process. It gathers the right
data in a central repository where data preparation and analysis can take place. To
start answering business questions, data from different sources must be blended
together. For example, personalizing a marketing campaign requires sales data,
demographics, social media, etc., to provide a complete picture of any specific
customer. While stored separately, the data from these sources must be combined
and treated as one.

2. Data preparation is the process of cleaning and harmonizing data. Unstructured
data must be transformed into a structured format to support reliable and robust
analysis. The process includes ensuring data quality and consistency prior to
analysis. Data discovery enables business users to perform data preparation
instead of having to rely on the IT department, making insight available to the widest
range of users. The same data can be used for many different analyses based on the
business question.
3. Data analysis takes the cleansed and formatted data and applies analytics
algorithms to it—most commonly, predictive analytics. Most data discovery tools
have a wide range of algorithms pre-installed which enable business users to build
their own analytics models and data visualizations with little or no help from the IT
department. Data discovery reduces reliance on data scientists while making insight
available to the widest range of users. The same data can be used for many different
analyses depending what business question needs answered.

Data and text mining

Data mining and text mining are often seen as complementary technologies. The
purpose of both is to sort through massive amounts of information to identify patterns
and establish relationships to solve business problems through data analysis. The
difference is that data mining handles structured data and text mining deals with
unstructured data. In both cases, the technology identifies and prepares the data for
further modeling and analysis.

As data mining works on the structured data within the organization, it’s particularly
suited to deliver a wide range of operational and business benefits, including improved
decision-making, cost reduction, developing new revenue streams and improved
planning and forecasting. For example, it can combine and analyze historical sales data
with customer behaviors to predict future sales and patterns of demand.
18/70
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Text mining can take this a step further by synthesizing vast amounts of unstructured
text content into easily understood information to know what people are actually
saying. For example, understanding customer emails and social posts can help identify
potential issues early, personalize marketing and improve customer experience.

Data mining and text mining: A comparison chart
Data mining

Text mining

Overview

A range of techniques to search
for patterns and relationships in
structured data

A range of techniques to turn unstructured
data into structured information to enable
data analysis

Data type

Structured data from large datasets
found in systems, such as databases, spreadsheets, ERP, CRM and
accounting applications

Unstructured data found in email, documents, presentations, videos, file shares,
social media and the internet

Data retrieval

Structured data is homogenous and
organized, making it easy to retrieve

Unstructured data comes in many different
formats and content types located in a
more diverse range of applications and
systems

Data preparation

Structured data is formal and
formatted, facilitating the process
of ingesting data into analytical
models

Linguistic and statistical techniques, including NLP keywording and metatagging,
must be applied to turn unstructured data
into usable structured data

Until recently, data mining was the dominant approach within most companies.
However, estimates suggest that 80 percent of all data created is unstructured, in
the form of documents, videos, email or social posts2. Text mining was developed to
provide a solution to release the value locked in content and
unstructured communications.
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The key features of text mining

At the core of text mining is natural language processing (NLP), which enables text
mining to understand human language. By categorizing, clustering and tagging text,
text mining software extracts information and determines which parts of a text-based
document are valuable.
Key capabilities:
• Text categorization automates the process of identifying and organizing data
into pre-defined categories. Modern text mining solutions use machine learning
algorithms to understand the characteristics of a category using previously
classified texts. This technique allows for quick and effective information retrieval.

• Text clustering involves grouping data in such a way that data in the same group
are more similar to each other than to those in other clusters. Text clustering can be
used to associate similar documents, such as news items, insurance claims or social
posts, to discover common trends and patterns across all documents.

• Entity extraction is an information extraction technique that identifies and classifies
the key elements in text. Originally developed to identify proper nouns, such as
names, addresses, places, etc., the technique is now able to identify concepts
within text.
• Sentiment analysis determines the actual attitudes, opinions and emotions of
people from the digital content they create. Sentiment analysis can be applied at
document, sentence and sub-sentence levels to fully understand the opinions and
preferences expressed in the text.

• Document summarization produces a concise and understandable summary
of a text, or set of texts, while preserving key information and overall meaning. It
shortens the document to provide a coherent digest that takes into account certain
variables, such as writing style, length of text and the author’s syntax.

• Taxonomy generation enables the creation of automated taxonomies, which is the
process of naming and classifying things in text. It can automatically generate terms
to be used for taxonomy or to immediately place content containing the relevant
terms with a pre-existing taxonomy.

Data visualization

Put simply, data visualization is the graphical representation of information and data.
Using a wide range of visual tools, the technology area allows business users to
quickly see and understand patterns and trends in data.
Humans are much better at interpreting images than text. For example, it’s far easier
to understand data contained within a graph than it is to try to extract the same insight
from columns of text in a spreadsheet.
Big data is creating trillions of rows of data every day, which necessitates a fast and
effective means to convey an overview and insight into that data. Data visualization
specialists curate and format the data, making it easier to comprehend. Common
types of data visualization include:
20/70
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• Charts
• Tables

• Graphs/plots
• Diagrams
• Maps

Many modern data visualization tools are interactive, allowing the user to quickly drilldown into the data and better understand exactly what is happening.
Data visualization is one of the tools driving the democratization of data. It enables
business users to interpret and deploy data to make decisions, and its self-service
capabilities provide the insight users need to successfully complete tasks.
Using dashboards and reports, users can easily share valuable insights across
the organization.

Data visualization tools typically allow users to create dashboards, which display multiple related visual
data insights for easy interaction and consumption.

The key features of data visualization

Most modern data visualization tools come with connectors to a wide range of data
sources and analytics capabilities. Key features include:
• Self-service data preparation. Allows users to quickly and conveniently explore
data from a wide range of sources and devices, using interactive features such as
drill-downs, sorting, filtering and aggregating.
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• Data blending. Connects and combines data from multiple sources and formats to
create an easily visualized single source of the truth.
• Flexible integration. Connects a data visualization tool with complementary
analytics and BI technologies.

• Customizable data presentation. Allows the user to select the most appropriate
type of data visualization and easily share and collaborate with others.
• Automated visualizations. Allows for scheduled and event-based content
generation to trigger automated reports and dashboards.

Types of analytics

There are a number of types of analytics to consider. These include:

Big data analytics

As previously mentioned, all companies are faced with an explosion in the volume
and variety of data. There is simply too much for traditional analytics techniques and
solutions to cope with. Big data analytics delivers the potential to unlock actionable
insight in this vast and continually expanding mountain of data.
Big data analytics are not a single solution but a complex process of examining large
and varied datasets to uncover hidden patterns, trends and correlations that can be
turned into actionable insight. Through this insight, organizations can gain an edge
over competitors and make superior business decisions.
A wide range of algorithms, techniques and tools are involved in big data analytics,
including predictive and prescriptive analytics. This brings together vast amounts of
different data and analyzes it in realtime or near realtime. These big data analytics tools
include data mining tools, data modeling tools and interactive analytics dashboards.
When thinking of big data, it is easy to think that organizations are dealing with
individual pieces of structured data. In fact, this is becoming increasingly less true.
Today, most new data in an organization is unstructured and the majority of that data is
held within content, including web pages, email, Microsoft® Word files, presentations,
videos and social media posts. It’s essential that this data can be handled in the same
way as data in the fields of a database or spreadsheet. But, this requirement raises
two challenges.
First, all data must be transformed into a single structured format that can then have
advanced analytics applied to it.
Second, the types of data warehouses that have been developed to store structured
data to facilitate analysis have not been designed to handle unstructured data. This
has led to the development of data lakes that provide a massive, scalable repository,
often open source and in the cloud, to store large amounts of data. The power of the
data lake is that it can handle both structured and unstructured data. It can identify the
data and draw it from a wide variety of internal and external sources.
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The key use cases for big data analytics

The deluge of data organizations face today makes big data analytics increasingly
popular as the scale of the data allows for much more precise and in-depth analysis,
releasing greater insights. Key use cases in business include:
• Product design. Developing new products is costly. The failure rate for new
industrial products can exceed 50 percent3. Big data analytics solutions analyze data
from support engagements, social channels and the web to unlock the voice of the
customer. This process identifies trends and market changes that can be used to
design new products, increasing the chance of a successful launch.
• Product quality. Big data analytics tools capture machine-level information to boost
production yield and throughput. For example, the system can report to quality
assurance systems how many products are produced, and at what cost and effort,
to identify problem areas and facilitate root cause analysis based on realtime, rather
than historical, data.
• Demand forecasting. Traditionally, demand forecasting has relied on the analysis
of historical sales data, often using a Microsoft® Excel® spreadsheet. While still
drawing heavily from historical data, modern big data analytics tools provide a
comprehensive view of data across business processes. They can also apply
predictive or prescriptive analytics to effectively identify recurring trends and
anomalies in the data and align it with customer sentiment data to gain a clearer
picture of future demand.
• Supply chain optimization. Big data analytics delivers supply chain visibility so
users instantly know key supply chain information, such as which suppliers are
performing well, whether the products received are good quality and how many
orders are delivered on time.

Predictive analytics

Like artificial intelligence, predictive analytics is not a new concept. It has been around
for many years and, also like AI, has recently come to prominence in business because
of the need to make sense of the vast amount of structured data available.
Predictive analytics is the use of data analysis, statistical modelling and machine
learning technology to predict likely outcomes based on the analysis of historical and
realtime, or near realtime, data. The word “predict” here is important as the technology
works on assumption and not certainty.
The analyst or data scientist sets out with an assumption and uses the available data
to test that assumption. In some instances, predictive analytics can find suggested
outcomes, even where there hasn’t been an initial assumption created. This requires
the construction of predictive models. In business, predictive models identify and
analyze patterns and trends in historical and realtime, or near realtime, transactional
data to identify risks and opportunities.
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Predictive modeling uses known results from existing data to train the model to predict
outcomes that will occur with new data. The predictive model delivers the results in the
form of a probability that something is likely to happen given a certain set
of circumstances.
Like machine learning, predictive analytics software is adaptable and learns as it goes.
The more data that predictive modeling works with, the more accurate its predictions.
To achieve precise results, predictive analytics uses a wide variety of statistical
techniques and technologies. For example, the two most common types of predictive
analytics models are classification and regression models. Classification models help
predict behaviors and regression models help predict a number, such as revenue
generated from a specific customer or the average time before a component fails.

The key use cases for predictive analytics

As predictions become increasingly more accurate over time, the applications for
predictive analytics are very strong across a whole host of industry sectors,
including Financial Services, retail, Energy, Manufacturing, transport and logistics and
Public Sector.
Popular use cases include:
• Improved production efficiency. Manufacturing and production facilities are using
predictive analytics, big data and Internet of Things (IoT) devices to dramatically
alter the production process. Using predictive analytics, companies can more
effectively forecast inventory and required production rates to meet actual
customer demand. Organizations can accurately predict potential production
failures and take appropriate action.
• Increased asset optimization. The use of predictive analytics solutions in plant
and equipment maintenance, often called predictive maintenance, is one of the key
areas where the technology is being utilized to ensure optimum performance and
uptime. Organizations can see the status of every asset, and the parts within it, to
determine when it can be brought online or shut down to prevent an issue.

• Improved decision-making. Advanced decision support is at the heart of predictive
analytics. It delivers insight based on existing information. The more information the
system has, the more accurate its predictions, the better decisions users can make.
• Enhanced risk reduction. Industries, such as finance and insurance, are using
predictive modeling and analytics to construct an accurate depiction of a person
or business based on all available data to form a more reliable interpretation of
that person, business or incident which can be used to make sensible, effective
decisions. Credit scoring is perhaps the best and most widely deployed use of
predictive analytics for risk reduction.
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• Enhanced fraud detection. One of the first use cases for predictive analytics,
enhanced fraud detection is particularly good at identifying trends and patterns in
behavior. It can easily spot anomalies that may indicate threat or fraud, which can
then be highlighted and prevented, an important function for Financial Services
companies. Today, fraud detection has been expanded as cybersecurity becomes
a major concern. Predictive analytics can monitor all actions on a network to spot
abnormalities that may indicate fraud, vulnerabilities or threats.

• Targeted, personalized marketing. Using predictive analytics, an enterprise can get
much more value from its customer data to know precisely who the customers is,
where they are and buying behavior and preferences. Armed with this information,
predictive analytics can determine customer responses or purchases, as well as
promote cross-sell opportunities. The organization can also better target and
personalize marketing campaigns.

Prescriptive analytics

Prescriptive analytics is one of the most powerful forms of enterprise AI and analytics.
It builds upon predictive analytics to identify the best course of action for any specific
situation. In practice, it automatically and continually processes new data to improve
the accuracy of predictions and provide better decision alternatives.
The prescriptive approach examines all potential decisions, the interaction between
decisions and the implications of the particular outcome to identify and advise
an optimal course of action. At its best, a prescriptive analytics system not only
predicts what will happen but also why it will happen, which enables it to provide
recommendations for the actions to take based on each prediction.
Prescriptive analytics use a combination of tools and techniques, such as machine
learning, computational modelling, business rules and analytics algorithms. However,
its core is based on optimization and simulation, which looks at every variable and
charts out possible outcomes based on different combinations of those variables.

The key use cases for prescriptive analytics
A small sample includes:

• Financial Services. Prescriptive analytics is used to create better financial
portfolios and identify the best customers for a portfolio. In addition, banks and
insurance companies can reduce investment risk by identifying the best places to
invest, when and how much.
• Retailing. Prescriptive analytics is used to optimize the pricing of items and
services. It enables companies to identify the best marketing mix and negotiate
better contracts with customers and suppliers.

• Oil & Gas. Prescriptive analysis is becoming more common in the Energy sector to
improve operational performance in locating the best site to drill, maximizing asset
uptime and determining optimal product pricing.
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Content analytics

Content analytics empowers organizations to apply text mining, machine learning,
natural language processing and business intelligence to unlock the value of
unstructured data within an organization. The best content analytics tools go far
beyond traditional tagging and metadata to identify key concepts, context and
sentiment to fully understand its business value. They help identify trends and patterns
through the analysis of vast amounts of text, documents, and audio. For example,
users can discover which products are talked about with positive emotions and tone
on social media, and use that to focus sales efforts and product development.

The key use cases for content analytics

There are a wide and growing range of business applications for content
analytics, including:
• Customer experience management. Uses sentiment analysis and social listening
to uncover meaningful insights and tone to discover what customers need most.
This enables the organization to increasingly tailor and personalize its customer
experience by connecting customers with the right content when they need it.

• Brand and reputation management. Uses text mining, sentiment analysis and
social listening to examine the way online content reflects a brand. It gathers
information about how people feel about a brand and quickly identifies positive and
negative indicators of how its content is performing. With better understanding of
how customers feel, it’s much easier to take the proper action to protect reputation
and reduce risk.
• Competitive and market intelligence. Uses techniques, including text mining and
BI, to discover how competitors are marketing themselves online, who they are
targeting and what their key messages are. Social listening and sentiment analysis
help identify which competitive strategies, content and messaging are successful
and how they rank against the user’s marketing activities.

• eDiscovery. Employs contextual search and analysis and enables the discovery of
high volumes of electronically stored information (ESI) in many different locations. It
allows legal professionals to conduct early case assessments, provide information
for case preparation and enhance the ability to execute the case strategy.
1. Forbes, Reducing the Failure Rate Of New Products, April 30, 2015.
2. Gartner, Big Content: The Unstructured Side of Big Data, May 1, 2013.
3. McKinsey, How to make sure your next product or service launch drives growth, October, 2017.
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Chapter 3

The Benefits of AI and Analytics
in the Enterprise
In this chapter
•

Learn the power of augmented analytics

•

Learn about the key benefits of AI and analytics

•

Discover the top line benefits in figures

Bringing AI and analytics together enables you to sift through vast quantities of data,
automate the process of managing the velocity of data, create a single source of the
truth for data, and release the value in that data. It allows you to optimize revenue,
boost operational efficiency, spot market trends, and optimize customer experience.
This chapter examines some of the major benefits of AI and analytics technologies
and how they can deliver competitive advantage.

The Benefits of AI and Analytics in Figures

Research has consistently shown that organizations that apply AI and analytics in their
business gain significant financial and business benefits:
• 85 percent of executives believe AI will enable their companies to obtain or sustain
a competitive advantage1.
• 75 percent of organizations implementing AI increase sales of new products and
services by more than 10 percent2.

• 78 percent of organizations implementing AI increase operational efficiency by more
than 10 percent2.
• 75 percent of organizations using AI enhance customer satisfaction by more than
10 percent2.
• 79 percent of organizations implementing AI generate new insights and
better analysis2.
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The Key Benefits of AI and Analytics in the
Enterprise

Every business stands to benefit from deploying AI and analytics across the
enterprise. However, there are so many areas of business that augmented analytics
can enhance that it’s important to identify the area that will deliver the best return on
your investment. Key benefit centers include:
• Decision support. The move to data-driven decision making is the next step in
business optimization. You can use augmented analytics to discover important
information and relevant insights by leveraging big data. The ability to process
big data and identify patterns and anomalies gives you a competitive advantage.
Self-learning AI algorithms automatically uncover insights and make smart
recommendations. You can spend less time interpreting the results and more time
making informed decisions.

• Strategy and planning. Traditionally, business planning happens at year-end,
a monumental task of plowing through historical data to uncover sales trends,
inventory levels, and the like. You may distrust overly ambitious estimates from
line-of-business managers, preferring to rely on data-based decisions. Augmented
analytics gives you access to insight into realtime, or near realtime, data and
predicts outcomes based on up-to-date information. For example, augmented
analytics detects patterns in customer data that show which products currently are
likely to sell, in what volume, and at which location. This is a new planning paradigm.
Augmented analytics breaks down information silos – ERP, CRM, planning software,
etc. – where the data resides and allows you to plan on a daily or even hourly basis
if required.

• Business efficiency. By deploying the right AI and analytics technologies, you gain
the ability to improve productivity and business efficiency through automating and
optimizing processes and workflows. Augmented analytics studies performance
across your operations and business processes to identify where you can make
improvements. It can analyze why an activity or event occurred and recommend the
best course of action to avoid it in the future. By automating processes, augmented
analytics can free your employees from mundane, repetitive tasks while arming
them with the information to better perform higher value activities.
• Asset intelligence. You can apply augmented analytics to data gathered from your
company’s assets — infrastructure, plant, and IT systems, for example — to ensure
that they are operating at optimal levels and that downtime is minimized. Sensors
embedded in vast IoT networks can feed data into analytics systems in realtime, or
near realtime, which forwards relevant information to your staff – such as engineers
or maintenance workers – to guide them to the correct course of action, or the
system can automatically trigger the actions itself.

• Sales and marketing optimization. By analyzing data from market trends, buying
behaviors, and previous customer interaction and communications, augmented
analytics technologies can provide recommendations for future purchases, provide
offers that are proactively timed based upon past behaviors, and identify why
customers are unsatisfied and likely to defect. Augmented analytics allow you to
identify high-value customers, segment these customers and markets, and target
highly personalized communications towards these segments using their
preferred channels.
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• Personalization of products and services. You can build mass personalization
using augmented analytics. It allows you to understand the needs, wishes,
preferences, and dislikes of every customer. This ability enables you to personalize
products and services to individuals or small, targeted market segments. For
example, the automotive industry has moved from mass production to mass
personalization; customers customers can customize their selected vehicle at the
point of purchase. Using AI and analytics you can re-tool production lines on the fly
to create different models and different varieties of the same model.

• Regulatory compliance. The regulatory and compliance burden on organizations
continues to grow and evolve. This raises two key challenges. First, the information
required to monitor, manage, and demonstrate compliance is often held in different
systems in different parts of the organization. Second, people can interpret
compliance requirements differently, leading to non-compliance. Augmented
analytics intelligently automates digital compliance functions to ensure that
activities are conducted as they should. Any deviation is quickly identified and
flagged, and information is always properly managed and available for audit.
1. Ransbotham, Sam, et al., Reshaping Business with Artificial Intelligence, MIT SLoan Management
Review and Boston Consulting Group, September 6. 2017
2. Stancombe, Christopher, et al., Turning AI into concrete value: the successful implementers' toolkit,
Capgemini, January 9. 2018
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Chapter 4

Applying Enterprise AI and Analytics
to the Organization
In this chapter
•
•
•

Learn the leading use cases for AI and analytics
within an organization

Explore the major features of each use case
Discover the key benefits for each use case

Digital transformation affects every part of modern business. As more business
processes are digitized, the vast volumes of new data created provide fertile ground
for enterprise AI and analytics to dramatically change how the organization operates
and what it can achieve. This chapter looks at seven key use cases that can alter the
way your organization works.

eDiscovery

Electronic discovery (often known as eDiscovery) is the process of identifying,
collecting and producing electronically stored information (ESI) in response to a
request for production in a lawsuit or investigation. The source data can be both
structured and unstructured in emails, documents, presentations, databases, video
files, social media, and web sites.
The legal team – whether a law firm or inhouse counsel – needs to know what
information is available, the likelihood of the case going to litigation, and the cost and
time associated with executing the case. The amount of information reviewed makes
the eDiscovery process a major cost burden, especially as non-litigation work, such as
regulatory, information security, and internal investigations, grows.
eDiscovery software has been used for more than a decade, but in many cases it still
costs too much and takes too long to collect the facts. AI and analytics offer a fast,
affordable and, most importantly, defensible eDiscovery.
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How enterprise AI and analytics is transforming eDiscovery

Attorney review of documents can account for between 70 and 80 percent of
eDiscovery costs1. Enterprise AI and analytics improves the review process and reshapes eDiscovery workflows and processes.
Streamlining document review. Document review technology speeds up the time
required to review documents through automated review processes, however, still
involves a significant amount of human involvement, introducing the potential for
error and omission and adding time and cost to larger cases and making some
smaller cases unviable. Today, eDiscovery software augmented with AI and analytics
can observe how your attorneys review documents, learning the criteria that make
a document relevant to a particular matter. After the training phase is complete,
AI predicts document relevance and automatically accelerates the process by
suggesting document codes or prioritizing documents for review.
Improving Early Case Assessment (ECA). The volume of information from a growing
range of sources has increased the pressure on eDiscovery. However, digitization has
also increased the visibility into these sources making them available during the ECA
stage. Enterprise AI and analytics can apply data mining techniques to vast bodies
of data to identify relationships and custodians, and prioritize the highest priority
inividuals who should be interviewed and/or placed on legal hold. This ability to provide
a narrower focus can significantly reduce the number and size of data volumes that
must be reviewed, resulting in significant time and cost savings.
Automating the eDiscovery process. AI and analytics are well suited to the content
curator and advisor roles within eDiscovery in its capacity to curate content and
suggest documents for review. It can advise you regarding strategies to take and
custodians to interview. It can also drive the entire process. Learning from past cases
and experiences, enterprise AI and analytics can automate eDiscovery workflows,
providing the relevant documents, offering advice when required, and coordinating
tasks across multiple channels.
Enhanced planning and budgeting. Enterprise AI and analytics can help you estimate
potential settlement costs and the timelines to take a case through the legal process.
By analyzing relevant documents and data from previous cases as well as rulings
and other inhouse documents, AI and analytics enhance eDiscovery planning and
budgeting by delivering accurate predictions regarding the cost, time, and resources
required to execute a case and the potential rewards, enabling you to better allocate
resources and drive improved outcomes.
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The key benefits of AI and analytics in eDiscovery

Using enterprise AI and analytics delivers significant benefits to eDiscovery including:
• Reduce the time and cost of document review while increasing the accuracy

• Collect all information from multiple internal and external sources completely
and defensibly

• Improve the planning and management of eDiscovery projects by predicting the
timeframes, costs and resources required

• Anticipate and minimize compliance risks when tracking and collating vast amounts
of data
• Use predictive insights to more accurately forecast outcomes of legal cases

• Identify sentiment, patterns, and relationships from vast sets of structured and
unstructured data

Recommendation Engine

Consumers demand increasingly personalized experiences from the companies they
purchase goods and services from, whether ecommerce, banks, retail, or public sector
organizations. For example, in the financial services sector, 73 percent of consumers
expect personalized product recommendations when sharing their data2. By offering
targeted products, financial institutions not only meet customer expectations, but also
can increase sales by 20 percent and profits by 30 percent3.
An AI-augmented recommendation engine analyzes available data to cross-sell or
up-sell items during an online session by suggesting related products based upon the
historical behavior of the shopper, or on what other shoppers have bought. The engine
uses a variety of AI and analytics techniques to filter large amounts of structured and
unstructured data to provide focused personal suggestions to individuals.

Three types of recommendation engines

Recommendation engines work on the principle that people are more likely to
purchase a product or use a service based on the recommendation of someone they
trust. Today, you can’t expect a personal recommendation for everything you do, so
the recommendation engine looks at buying behavior and activities of similar people
to predict the type of products and services an individual is likely to buy in the future.
There are three major types of recommendation engine:
Collaborative filtering. This filtering method determines recommendations based
upon analyzing a multi-faceted profile of each user, including their behavior, activities,
preferences. It’s based on the assumption that people will consistently like the things
they have historically, and that items similar to those in the past will then be liked. A
major advantage of collaborative filtering is that it doesn’t just use machine analyzable
information but can gain an understanding of the product through data on how people
interact with it.
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Content-based filtering. This method filters the recommended results to a user
based upon the descriptions of each item, and an individual’s past preferred choices.
Keywords are used both to describe the items and associate with the individual’s
profile to match them with products they may like. The limitation of this approach is
that while it is good at recommending similar products, it has less value when using the
data sets on individuals to identify broader preferences.
Hybrid recommendation engines. Hybrid recommendation engines combine both
collaborative and content-based filtering to deliver the best of both worlds. These
engines can make content-based and collaborative-based predictions separately or
combine both methods, allowing you to create a unified recommendation model. This
approach improves the performance of the individual filters while overcoming issues
such as lack or relevant data and poor quality data.

The key benefits of AI and analytics in recommendation engines

Using enterprise AI and analytics delivers significant benefits to recommendation
engines including:
• Personalizing messaging and offers drives traffic to your website

• Delivering relevant content and offers in real-time enhances the shopping
experience

• Personalizing product recommendations engages the shopper as they can go
deeper into product lines without the need for multiple searches

• Presenting the correct personalized offer or promotion at the correct time increases
customer conversion rates
• Personalizing recommendation options increases average order values and the
number of items per order

Content management

Information is the lifeblood of every business. However, more than 80 percent of
enterprise information lies in unstructured data4. Companies have struggled to gain
the full value of the data locked in content, such as Word documents, emails, videos
and presentations. AI-augmented content management is changing this situation,
allowing you to realize the full value of your data.
You can use enterprise AI and analytics to categorize the vast amounts of data
within your organization, replacing tedious, error-prone, and time-consuming manual
processes. AI-augmented content management allows you to automate metadata
tagging and categorization to ensure that data is quickly identified and retrieved and to
ensure compliance with regulatory requirements and your own content policies.
AI-augmented content management has moved beyond automated categorization to
gain maximum value from corporate content by automating content assessment and
leveraging AI and analytics to recommend and guide action based on insight derived
from the content.
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Key capabilities of enterprise AI and analytics in content management
There are three main areas where enterprise AI and analytics can significantly improve
content management:
Enriching metadata. In traditional content management, you had to manually
associate a limited and fixed set of metadata attributes associated with a document.
Today, you can store far more metadata tags , such as image details, document
languages, geo-location, etc. AI-augmented content management supports
the flexibility and extensibility to automatically tag information while learning to
recommend new metadata definitions.
Identifying and prioritizing content. AI-augmented content management begins by
distinguishing the type of content – video, document, invoice, contract, etc. – through
the metadata attached to it. It supports customized classification of the information
within document types to enable you to quickly access content and make more use
of it. In addition, AI-augmented content management helps ensure adherence to
regulatory requirements, as it’s able to analyze and detect personally identifiable
information (PII) that is hidden in documents without proper safeguards, and does so
at scale.

AI and analytics tools can detect PII through content analytics even when it isn't pattern based, such as
names or places. The resulting insights can then be surfaced in a report or dashboard to be acted upon.

Eliminating unwanted information. As data privacy laws throughout the world
strengthen, you need to know exactly what information you hold. Part of the challenge
of managing content, or even simply applying retention policies, is the sheer volume
that must be managed. In the past, this was a manual process done document by
document. AI-augmented content management can quickly accomplish the task at a
massive scale to identify the type of content in more detail, match that to the retention
rules, and make recommendations for the management or deletion of that information.
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The key benefits of AI and analytics in content management
Using enterprise AI and analytics delivers significant benefits to content
management including:

• Reduce operating costs, including saving approximately 60 percent of document
review time and costs4
• Improve productivity by ensuring knowledge workers can more easily find the
information they need by automatically tagging content with metadata
• Increase the business value of your content by a factor of two5

• Mitigate risk and improve compliance by taking full control of all your content
throughout its lifecycle

• Automate content migration between systems, including removing duplicate or
outdated information and retiring information that is no longer required

Brand and product development

Customers demand more meaningful experiences and reject overtly sales- and
marketing-driven messaging. Enterprise AI and analytics reveal the voice of
the customer so you can create better experiences at every stage along the
buying journey.
Voice of the customer (VoC) refers to customer feedback about their buying
experiences, and their expectations while interacting with your brand, products, or
services. VoC focuses on customer needs, expectations, understandings, and product
improvement. Today, customer sentiment changes quickly, and the proliferation of
channels fragments your view of an individual customer’s preferences and behavior.
An AI-augmented VoC solution delivers a complete view of the customer with
actionable insights that improve experiences and outcomes. By producing a granular
view of the customer in real-time, a view that changes as individual customer
sentiment changes, a VoC solution improves almost every aspect of how you engage
your customers.

How VoC drives brand and product development

By capturing and analyzing data from all the channels a customer uses, you can build a
360-degree view of their wants and needs. By applying a combination of data mining,
machine learning, natural language processing, and sentiment analysis, you can
increase profits and revenue through better customer experience, retention,
and acquisition.
There are three major business areas that benefit from this approach:
Brand management. Research shows that people buy more from brands they trust6,
and that trust is built over time. Trust is not solely the province of brand management
or marketing. It infuses every customer interaction, from the initial contact on a
website to customer care and on-going support. According to Warren Buffet, it
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takes 20 years to build a reputation and only five minutes to ruin it7. Enterprise AI and
analytics helps to personalize and deepen experiences while providing the monitoring
tools to see how your choices affect your brand and compare the results with your
competitors. It allows you to identify potential issues early to retain customers. It also
enables you to track changes in sentiment to orient your brand toward the beliefs and
values of your customer.
Product improvement. The growth of web and social channels, combined with the
growth of the Internet of Things (IoT), provides you with unparalleled data regarding
how customers use your products in the real world. Consumer electronics account
for 63 percent of IoT devices8. Using an AI-augmented VoC platform, you can gain
feedback about what people think of your product and the improvements that they
would like to see that would help your organization drive revenue and adoption. You
can feed this information back into the planning and development cycle. Unnecessary
features and operating issues can be identified and removed at a fraction of the time
and costs of traditional feedback loops such as market research and focus groups.
Campaign development and tracking. Peggy Anne Salz, Chief Analyst and Content
Strategist at MobileGroove, suggests that there is a dangerous disconnect between
what brands want to say and what customers want to hear9. Every day, billions of
emails, ads, and online promotions go ignored. Enterprise AI and analytics take
the guesswork out of customer interactions and let you personalize every piece of
communication. It provides the flexibility to quickly alter campaigns to meet changing
customer sentiment. More than this, enterprise AI and analytics can assist marketing
and creative teams to fine tune messaging and interactions throughout content
creation, pay-per-click ad generation and placement, and web page design.

The key benefits of AI and analytics in brand and product
development

Using enterprise AI and analytics delivers significant benefits to brand and product
development including:
• Leverage personalization in every customer interaction to increase cross-sell and
up-sell rates

• Improve customer experience by delivering the right information at the right point in
the buying journey
• Build brand trust and loyalty by understanding the wants, needs and beliefs of your
customers

• Increase marketing campaign effectiveness by personalizing messaging and quickly
amending campaigns based on real-time results
• Reduce customer churn by gaining insight into customer preferences and tailoring
engagements and experiences
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Content capture

When it comes to content capture, you probably face multiple challenges, including
long, inefficient business processes, difficulties managing large data volumes, and
high associated costs.
Traditional capture solutions, such as manual data entry and template-based optical
character recognition, are slow, expensive, and have high error rates. AI-augmented
capture brings document data extraction to a new level of efficiency, freeing
employees from repetitive and monotonous work and letting them concentrate on
higher value activities.
By leveraging enterprise AI and analytics, content capture improves business
processes by augmenting capture with institutional knowledge derived through
machine learning to automate classification, entity extraction, and routing at scale.
If you’re like most organizations, you successfully capture and organize about half
of your incoming content. AI-augmented capture not only turns this into nearly 100
percent of content captured error-free, it passes the relevant information automatically
into the appropriate workflows based on factors such as content and priority.

Key issues addressed by AI-augmented in content capture

Even in the digital age, most organizations still receive the bulk of their business
documents through email, fax and physical post mail. As business processes become
fully digital, a gap looms between wet ink and electronic information. It affects virtually
every process – whether processing an invoice, onboarding an employee, or fulfilling
a customer order – adding, time, cost, and risk. Using enterprise AI and analytics, you
can overcome many of the issues involved in traditional content capture, including:
Dealing with the data deluge. Globally, organizations struggle to keep up with the
2.5 quintillion bytes of data produced each day10, and this data is spread across both
paper and electronic documents. AI-augmented capture allows the data from vast
amounts of content to be quickly and effectively extracted and made available to the
processes and people that need it.
Distinguishing between varying document layouts. AI-augmented capture
understands document types in the same way as a human. It identifies the overall
structure and recognizes the components on its own. Machine learning allows it to
learn and read documents so that it can identify the correct information even when it
appears in unexpected locations in the document.
Reducing repetitive work and manual data entry. AI-capture automates a great deal
of the data extraction, classification and routing processes. Employees no longer
spend a great deal of their time on manual data entry but instead manage through
exception, becoming involved only when an issue is flagged, speeding the process and
also dramatically reducing data entry errors.
Improving business processes. Slow and inefficient business processes impact
customer satisfaction and impede essential order-to-cash cycle times. For example,
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manual capture in invoice processing leads to long data processing times, late fees,
and missed early-pay discounts. AI-augmented capture speeds and improves the
quality of processes, enabling employees to be more productive and boosting the
performance of business operations.

An example of a typical AI-augmented capture process, from information capture to visualization.

The key benefits of AI and analytics in content capture

Enterprise AI and analytics deliver significant benefits to content capture including:
• Reduce the time and cost of content capture, while increasing the accuracy

• Automate the handling and management capture of information within paper, voice,
email, and fax, and effectively route and prioritize it within the organization
• Reduce the business risk associated with human error and the under-utilization of
information

• Improve organizational knowledge through the effective provision of information to
enable business transformation

• Increase employee productivity and satisfaction by virtually eliminating the need for
manual data extraction and entry
• Automate and improve processes to speed business cycles and free employees to
higher value activities

Asset Performance Optimization

Maximizing production through asset performance optimization is essential for the
health of manufacturing and production companies. Unplanned downtime costs on
average $2 million11 and research suggests that 40 percent of businesses that suffer
significant downtime never recover12. You need complete visibility into the current
status of your assets to be able to predict and change operating parameters. Today,
very few companies have that level of visibility. This results in static asset optimization
strategies based on reactive, break-fix maintenance plans.
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Predictive maintenance approaches analyze past data to forecast future performance.
However, many of these algorithms are limited by their inability to handle unstructured
data at scale. AI-augmented asset performance optimization increases productivity
and efficiency gains by acquiring, merging, managing and analyzing big data and big
content, encompassing IoT devices, enterprise information management systems, and
external data such as environmental and weather conditions.
These systems allow you to move beyond managing individual assets to managing
your entire asset-base across plant and geographies to make more informed
production and maintenance decisions.

Core components of AI-augmented asset performance optimization

AI-augmented asset performance optimization helps you reduce unplanned downtime,
increase asset availability, minimize maintenance costs, and reduce risk of failure for
critical and non-critical assets and assets.
The core components are:
A complete view of asset health anywhere in the organization. AI-augmented asset
performance optimization combines IT data, such as service history and work orders,
with operational data, such as IoT sensor data, to gain a complete view of asset
performance. It analyzes and contextualizes data by looking across multiple assets
and sites to identify patterns and trends that signal opportunities for improvement.

Predict equipment failure before it occurs. By capturing and analyzing big data and big
content, asset performance optimization identifies indicators of potential issues and
recommends the best course of action to address the fault before it occurs. Some
AI-augmented solutions allow the creation of digital twins–a digital representation
of a physical asset–that enable not just the real-time monitoring, but also scenario
planning, which looks for warning signs of potential downtime and enables you to
prepare for these eventualities.
Introduce condition-based maintenance. With AI-augmented asset performance
optimization, you can reduce or eliminate unnecessary maintenance by being able to
respond proactively when a set of conditions are reached. Scheduled maintenance
remains important, but you can now build a more comprehensive strategy that keeps
assets operating at optimum performance while being able to make informed repairor-replace decisions.
Ensuring regulatory compliance. AI-augmented asset performance optimization
facilitates compliance by continually monitoring in realtime, or near realtime, the
changing risk conditions of the asset in operation. It ensures that you can properly
prioritize where work should be done, reduce the potential for health and safety
incidents, and that all field data is available to manage inspection plans and meet
production audits.
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The key benefits of AI and analytics in asset performance optimization
Enterprise AI and analytics deliver significant benefits to asset performance
optimization including:

• Increase operational efficiency and extend the lifecycle of high value assets by 40
percent13
• Reduce costs and increase revenue through reduced downtime and better
asset optimization

• Improve decision-making on asset performance and the business processes
it supports
• Increase the productivity of assets across the organization

• Improve customer satisfaction through minimal disruption to service and
improvements in stock availability and avoiding failure of services

• Improve the safety of continuous operations by maximizing uptime of any
serviceable product or piece of equipment

• Improve maintenance planning and scheduling by extending analysis to include
external factors such as service history or weather patterns

Information security

Data breaches exposed 5 billion records in 201814. In just the first six months of 2019,
that figure was 4.1 billion records15. Each year, cybercrime rises sharply, with virtually
every industry targeted. Information security is hardly a new concept, but traditional
approaches to cybersecurity can’t handle the new levels and threat types.
In the past, organizations used a signature-based approach to breaches that
recognizes and blocks an attack. However, there are now many variants of attack and
the variety and complexity grows all the time. A signature-based system is likely to
require a new signature for every variant. Corporate firewalls and perimeter defences
are no longer enough.
AI-augmented information security is trained to learn, develop and expand using all the
data available to it. It can react quickly to new threats and proactively create potential
threat profiles based on the data it is continually receiving. It delivers enterprise
insight from structured and unstructured data to facilitate effective risk reduction and
deduction, data validation and protection, and improved compliance.

Where enterprise AI and analytics can help in cybersecurity

As corporate networks become larger and more complex – connecting the
organization with customers, suppliers and partners – AI can introduce far greater
levels of cybersecurity. As threats multiply across the network, humans can’t manage
the risks by themselves. AI-augmented information security can help deliver:
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Automated threat monitoring and detection. AI-augmented information security
allows you to automate the detection and response to evolving threats. Highly skilled
hackers know how to trigger attacks that bypass traditional cybersecurity solutions
and leave your security team unaware something is happening. AI-augmented security
gathers all security data, structured and unstructured, and enriches it with network
metadata to gain visibility into all network activities. This enables sophisticated and
flexible detection-and-response models to be built to identify and quickly adapt to
even custom-built cyberattacks.
Endpoint detection and response. Traditional approaches to securing endpoints
based on the hardware characteristics of a given device aren’t stopping breach
attempts today. Attackers are combining AI, machine learning, and new social
engineering techniques to thwart endpoint security controls and gain access to
enterprise systems. AI-augmented information security can combine data such as
previous behavioral patterns, time of login, and many other variables to assign risk
scores that are effective at securing and controlling endpoints. Where a device or
application is flagged as unsafe, the AI-augmented system can place them in virtual
containers isolated from the corporate network.
Password protection and authorization. Password protection and authentication
pose a real vulnerability for cyberattack. AI-augmented security allows for a greater
range of authentication and access methods, including biometrics and geolocation.
AI facilitates the process of detecting physical characteristics such as fingerprints
and retina scans to add layers of security without impeding the performance of the
corporate network.

The key benefits of AI and analytics in information security

Using enterprise AI and analytics delivers significant benefits to information
security including:
• Detect, mitigate, and respond to digital crimes and receive recommendations or
automate actions based on risks
• Satisfy industry standard and regulatory compliance such as HIPAA, GDPR, and
CCPA, as well as internal policies

• Eliminate the burden of manual investigation, freeing up staff to concentrate on the
most important outlier cases
• Reduce the costs associated with data security and compliance through quicker
detection and shorter average breach resolutions
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Chapter 5

Enterprise AI and Analytics: An
Industry Guide
In this chapter
•
•
•

Learn how AI and analytics impact different industry sectors

Discover the key benefits for each industry sector
Examine popular use cases per industry sector

The adoption rates for enterprise AI and analytics are increasing quickly across a
wide range of industry sectors, from industrial manufacturing to digital marketing.
In addition to streamlining operations and improving decision-making, different
sectors have unique business requirements where these technologies can deliver
transformative benefits. This chapter looks at nine key industries being revolutionized
by AI and analytics.

Industrial Manufacturing

From raw material constraints and global supply chains to increasingly complex
production processes to ever-growing customer expectations, the landscape for
manufacturing enterprises is increasingly challenging. As manufacturers roll out digital
transformation, the amount of data they manage expands exponentially.
To date, most analytics in the manufacturing sector is based on business intelligence
(BI), encompassing data visualizations to demonstrate operational efficiencies, such
as the analysis of historical data from siloed data sets to improve areas like product
quality and sales forecasting.
Enterprise AI and analytics represent a change from more traditional BI analytics,
providing a continually improving platform for a new generation of predictive and
prescriptive analytics used to enable the accurate forecasting of future performance
and suggest best actions.
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How enterprise AI and analytics impact manufacturing

Enterprise AI and analytics deliver significant benefits to manufacturing organizations
including:
• Prevent breakdowns and incidents before they happen using insights form critical
sensor data
• Quickly identify problem areas in real time, or near real time, instead of using root
cause analysis
• Accurately track and analyze key performance indicators for production
optimization
• Boost production yield and throughput using machine-level analytics

• Use predictive analytics to support demand forecasting and effectively identify
emerging trends
• Support mobile field and factory floor deployments on any device

• Streamline supply chains through usable insights from scorecards and other
business metrics

How are enterprise AI and analytics applied in manufacturing?

In manufacturing, enterprise AI and analytics have almost limitless potential. From
preventative maintenance to automation, the solution enables more efficient work and
data-driven decision-making.
Popular use cases:
Product design and development. Enterprise AI and analytics improve product
design and product quality. For product design, you can analyze data from support
engagements, social channels, and the web to unlock the voice of the customer to
identify trends and market changes you can feed into the design of new products.
For product quality, you can capture machine-level and IoT information to boost
production yield and throughput by seeing how many products are produced, at what
cost, and what effort. This information feeds into quality systems to quickly identify
problem areas and predict issues in real-time rather than using root cause analysis to
find out what has gone wrong.
Production asset optimization. Operational efficiency relies on the availability of the
machinery in the production process. Enterprise AI and analytics minimize downtime
by automating the analysis of data from IoT sensors across the plant. Manufacturers
can see the status of the machines and the parts within them to determine when a
machine can be brought online or shut down to prevent an issue, forming the basis for
preventive maintenance, which reduces issues found in devices by triggering alerts or
calls for assistance from a device based on indications in the data.
New business models. Innovative manufacturing companies leverage the insight they
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receive from the production process to develop new products and services. Over the
lifecycle of a product, after-sales services are often more profitable than the original
purchase. Enterprise AI and analytics allow organizations to create new data-driven
service packages and completely new data-driven products.

Financial Services

Enterprise AI and analytics have become one of the biggest digital disruptors in
financial services, enabling you to transform how you work, create innovative new
products and services, and radically rethink customer experiences.
Consulting firm PwC found that 50 percent of U.S. financial services executives expect
their AI efforts to result in increased revenue and profits, 48 percent envision better
customer experiences, and 42 percent plan to launch innovative new products1.
Every arm of financial services is deploying enterprise AI and analytics. Banks are
redesigning their in-store experience and how they handle fraud and risk. Investment
firms use the technologies to execute trades, manage portfolios, and provide
personalized service to clients. Insurance firms improve their underwriting and claims
processing customer service and billing.

How enterprise AI and analytics impact financial services

Enterprise AI and analytics affect every part of every type of financial services
organizations. Key benefits include:
• Reduce administrative burden and streamline regulatory compliance
• Manage fraud and risk and mitigate loss more proactively

• Give customers self-service access to all their financial information on their
preferred device

• Make more accurate predictions about customer preferences and financial trends
• Make intelligent, tailored recommendations that personalize service offerings and
please customers
• Strengthen distribution channels with comprehensive performance data for
insurance agents, third-party service providers, and other partners

• Securely archive, store, manage, and deliver financial information such as policy
and claims data
• Reduce customer churn through better-tailored customer experiences

• Identify new market and product opportunities by deriving valuable market
intelligence from a variety of data sources

How are enterprise AI and analytics applied in financial services?

Financial services organizations are leaders in deploying enterprise AI and analytics to
improve their products and services and customer experience while building trust and
transparency need to meet regulatory requirements.
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Popular use cases:
Personalized banking. Enterprise AI and analytics take information from many
sources to build a complete picture of the customer, including preferences and buying
behaviors, to personalize the products and services offered. More than this, the
technologies change how the customer interacts with the bank. For example, some
major banks provide apps that help customers investigate and purchase products,
pay bills, plan their expenses, and interact with their bank in a more engaging and
streamlined manner.
Data-driven trading. Enterprise AI and analytics lie at the heart of intelligent trading
systems that monitor both structured (databases, spreadsheets) and unstructured
(social media, news) data in a fraction of the time it would take a person, accelerating
decision time, which accelerates transaction time. Trades happen faster and more
opportunities are seized. In addition, predictions for stock performance are more
accurate and the intelligent trading system puts together recommendations for the
strongest portfolios depending on a specific investor’s short and long-term goals.
Accelerated credit decisions. Enterprise AI and analytics deliver faster, more
accurate assessments of potential borrowers at less cost. A wide variety of factors
are considered, leading to faster, better-informed decisions. The technologies are also
changing credit scoring by introducing more complex and sophisticated rules than
those used in traditional credit scoring systems. Lenders can better judge applications
even where there is little credit history. In addition, by drawing on the vast amounts of
customer data available, banks and issuers can personalize credit options.

Healthcare

Leaders in the healthcare industry integrate AI and advanced analytics platforms
to empower decision-making based on actionable insights at every level of the
organization from the boardroom to the bedside.
Healthcare providers automate manual, repetitive, processes and enable executives,
clinicians, nurses, and patients to make better and more informed decisions about
healthcare. Virtually every area of medicine benefits, including diagnosis,
delivery, after-care, and personal wellness, and disease management at an
unprecedented scale.
For example, in the U.S. the use of electronic health records (EHR) is commonplace.
EHRs have helped hospitals create a central repository for clinical and financial
data. However, extracting accurate, reliable, and actionable insights is challenging.
Enterprise AI and analytics integrate insights into EHR workflows to ensure that the
correct information is available to clinicians and healthcare professionals at the
point-of-care.
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How enterprise AI and analytics impact healthcare

Using enterprise AI and analytics promises to improve patient outcomes at a lower
cost, with insight-enabled efficiency and productivity for healthcare organizations.
Key benefits include:
• Integrate data from unstructured sources, such as free-form text

• Connect structured data, such as payment records and test results, for a
360-degree view of patient records
• Use data-driven insights to make better point-of-care decisions

• Reduce costs by delivering more accurate diagnoses and cost-effective treatments
• Uncover risks in patient populations from patterns that were
previously unidentifiable

• Increase transparency in the organization by publishing and sharing
performance metrics

• Improve patient engagement through secure, dynamic web and mobile portals
• Achieve better insight into patient needs to improve patient outcomes
• Maintain regulatory compliance with enhanced data management for
streamlined reporting

How are enterprise AI and analytics applied in healthcare?

Enterprise AI and analytics offer the potential of true information interoperability,
capturing and sharing all health data to transform every aspect of healthcare and drive
new breakthroughs for patients.
Popular use cases:
Patient care. Enterprise AI and analytics allow the provider to combine patient data
with other third-party data sources to discover new insights and suggest actions.
The solution allows the healthcare organization to take a more data-driven approach
to patient care that also cuts costs, enables efficient resource allocation, and helps
manage the health for populations of patients more easily. In addition, it enables
you to create and monitor personalized health plans with treatments targeted more
effectively at individual patients.
Research and clinical decision support. Enterprise AI and analytics for research
and clinical decision support analyze all the available information to improve clinical
practice and research by generating fast and accurate patient-specific assessments
or recommendations. The AI and analytics platform provides actionable insight at the
exact time and location it’s needed. It improves the patient experience by allowing
the physician to make informed decisions while with the patient. It improves patient
outcomes as the clinician, lab technician, or pharmacist quickly see the options
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available for diagnosis or treatment and determine which is likely to be the most
effective. AI and analytics tools are also supporting advanced and rapid research due
to their ML capabilities. In one such case, Neural Networks are being investigated as
a method of identifying signs of COVID-19 by training it with chest x-rays of patients
with lung conditions such as bacterial infections, non-COVID viral infections, and
COVID-196.
Cybersecurity. The healthcare sector is one of the most vulnerable to cyber-attack.
As more healthcare devices in the hospital or outside become connected or IoTenabled, the surface area for attack increases. Research suggests that the average
healthcare organization can experience 32,000 cyber-attacks every day2. Enterprise
AI and analytics provide frontline protection by constantly monitoring all end-points
and quickly reporting unusual or aberrant behaviour. Not only can the solution identify
and automatically address potential issues, it can learn from previous attack vectors to
predict new attacks or the likelihood of where breaches may occur.

Life Sciences

The cost of drug development has exploded over the last 20 years while patient
outcomes have worsened5. Governments around the world are focused on driving
down what they perceive as unacceptably high cost of medicines. The sector is
increasingly moving to a value-based pricing model, where payment is determined by
demonstrable results. In addition, tighter controls and increased worldwide regulatory
requirements and costs place an extra strain on life sciences companies.
Achieving innovation and outcomes at a lower cost is imperative. As the data
provided through new biomedical research, clinical evidence, epidemiological studies,
commercial transactions, and social media increase in speed and size, so do the
challenges of managing and analyzing that data for maximum business advantage.
Enterprise AI and analytics are beginning to make sense of the vast amounts of
medical, research, and patient data and content both within the organization and
externally. By combining all types of data, such as real-world outcomes data, clinical
data, genetic data, and demographic data organizations gain actionable insight.

How enterprise AI and analytics impact life sciences

Enterprise AI and analytics deliver tangible benefits to life sciences
organizations including:
• Improve planning, site selection, and recruitment for clinical trials
• Increase visibility and compliance of clinical trials data
• Accelerate, automate, and optimize submissions data

• Uncover new patterns and relationships in vast amounts of clinical data and content
to inform more predictive hypotheses
• Better maintain compliance with regulations and adhere to regulatory
reporting guidelines

• Close technological gaps and gain incremental efficiencies, implementing
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automated solutions for risk management, adverse event data management
and reporting

• Expand data analytics capabilities, using enhanced signal detection and real-world
evidence to advance pharmacovigilance insights

• Improve patient-centric business processes though data collection and analysis at
every stage in the patient journey

How are enterprise AI and analytics applied in life sciences?

Enterprise AI and analytics in life sciences support more efficient clinical trials,
accelerated discovery and approval of new medicines, improved production and
supply chain operations, and more targeted sales and marketing.
Popular use cases:
Accelerating drug development. From discovery to launch, drugs can take 10 years
or longer to develop. Enterprise AI and analytics can reduce the time it takes to
develop, manufacture, and launch new medicines and patient therapies. Life science
companies integrate research data, lab data, and clinical data in combination with
new information sources such as social media and wearable IoT devices to create a
complete picture of the targeted patient group. By acquiring and analyzing information
in real-time, or near real time, you can improve decision-making to accelerate drug
development and scale-up the entire process.
Moving to value-based pricing. Governments worldwide are responding to rising
drug prices with legislation and placing a stronger value on delivering demonstratable
positive impact to patient outcomes. To support a value-based pricing model, life
sciences organizations integrate real world evidence with clinical trial data and
genomic research, demonstrating the value of their treatments based on patient
outcomes. Companies must quickly demonstrate to patients, healthcare providers,
regulators, and insurers the efficacy of the treatments they produce.
Improving quality. All companies emphasize delivering patient safety through the
highest quality product possible. Enterprise AI and analytics ensure the most efficient
production operations and lowest product failure rate. Life sciences organizations
gain real-time visibility of quality metrics in supplier performance, engineering, and
manufacturing. By combining information from various systems, organizations ensure
the accuracy and transparency needed across operations to drive product quality.

Public Sector

Given the continual constraint of budget and resources, it is perhaps not surprising
that the public sector has been one of the slowest to adopt AI and analytics. However,
this situation is changing fast. Recent research showed that AI is top of the priority list
for government CIOs, closely followed by analytics3.
This again should not be surprising as enterprise AI and analytics offer the public
sector holy grail – do more with the same data while improving citizen experiences.
These technologies allow public sector organizations to maximize the strategic value
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of the data at the heart of their operations. They deliver the ability to seamlessly
deliver services despite increased strain on finite resources.
Enterprise AI and analytics help public sector organizations to process information at
high speeds to uncover trends and anomalies, supporting improved decision-making
for employees and citizens alike. At the same time, government agencies must also
investigate solutions for automating time-consuming tasks, reducing spending, and
enhancing visibility into internal operations and public needs. The technologies are
also the foundation of new and innovative services such as smart cities that enable
new ways of managing the environment and engaging with citizens.

How enterprise AI and analytics impact the public sector

Enterprise AI and analytics have a profound impact on the public sector and we are
only at the tip of the iceberg. Key benefits include:
• Quickly provide a more comprehensive view that speeds time-to-response on
inquiries and emergencies

• Provide data visualization and self-service capabilities for both civil servant and
citizen portals

• Obtain maximum security for both users and data, including integrated LDAP, ACL
for functions and data access, restricted access codes, expiration policy passwords,
and log access
• Increase transparency and trust through greater freedom of information and access
to data for citizens and other stakeholders
• Increase innovation and collaboration in service delivery by making information
available to third party and private sector organizations

How are enterprise AI and analytics applied in the public sector?

Enterprise AI and analytics have widespread potential within the public sector.
Government organizations apply these technologies to address business issues.
Popular use cases:
Citizen experience. In recent years, the proliferation of digital technologies has
created multiple customer service channels and touchpoints through which citizens
access online government services. These technologies deliver better customer
service by automating processes and providing the right information to ensure the
citizen gets a resolution as quickly as possible.
Case management. High claim or case volumes, manual data entry, lack of integrated
data, and ad hoc decision-making result in long processing times, inaccurate reporting,
and inconsistent outcomes. Enterprise AI and analytics automatically ensures fewer
data errors and the resolution of simple cases while routing more complex cases
to the appropriate manager. An enterprise AI and analytics platform can review and
verify all information within the case and apply predictive and prescriptive analytics to
recommend the best course of action.
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Crime detection and prevention. Law enforcement and local government
organizations worldwide are experimenting with enterprise AI and analytics to reduce
and prevent crime and respond more rapidly and effectively to crimes in progress. By
sifting through a massive volume of data from CCTV, traffic cameras, social media, and
other sources, the system finds patterns and relationships that identify potential
crime hotspots.

Retail

Retailers are turning to enterprise AI and analytics technology to build better customer
experiences and deal with tight margins. Developing an in-depth understanding of
shoppers’ needs is critical to managing inventory, creating the right product mix, and
delivering personalized shopping experiences.
For retail companies that effectively gather and possess customer data, AI and
analytics derive meaningful conclusions and help them create immersive, targeted
shopping experiences via highly-structured web shops and intelligent in-store layouts.
For example, fashion brands develop virtual dressing rooms using augmented reality
technology with digital mirrors and touch-free monitors so the customer can find
the right style and visually see what it may look like on them. This not only enhances
customer experience, it enables customers to receive recommendations on millions
of options in a way that is currently not possible due to space constraints inside a
physical store.
At the same time, retailers are deploying enterprise AI and analytics to manage supply
chain, logistics, and inventory complexities. This becomes a unique challenge as
consumers increasingly seek a unified shopping experience across physical
stores, online, and on mobile devices, calling for effective, up-to-the-moment
inventory management.

How enterprise AI and analytics impact retail

Enterprise AI and analytics deliver significant benefits to the retail sector including:
• Access and combine real-time data from multiple systems including inventory,
marketing, and merchandising for a 360-degree view of operations, including sales
trends and profitability
• Predict customer demand, optimize product mix, and make better-targeted
purchase recommendations
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• Segment and analyze customer behavior to detect potential churn and prevent loss
• Derive business value from unstructured, textual data, such as customer support
chats or social media postings using AI-assisted content capture
• Arm in-store staff with relevant data to provide enriched, more personalized
customer experiences, whether in-store or online

• Gain more insight into team productivity, pipeline, inventory, and sell rates via
interactive dashboards

How are enterprise AI and analytics applied in retail?

Enterprise AI and analytics help leading brands become more customer-centric and
efficient in retail operations.
Popular use cases:
Product recommendations. Both online and in-store, retailers are getting
customers to create accounts through offerings services such as pickup, delivery
and loyalty point accounts. Gathering account data allows the retail company to
personalize products and services based on the preferences and buying patterns
of each customer. Buying patterns can include the categories of products bought,
combinations bought, preferred brands, amount spent, and frequency of buying.
This provides a basis for accurate and timely personalized product recommendation.
However, some retailers are now using this model to predict the customer’s needs and
anticipate their arrival to the physical or online store, proactively presenting them with
particular items to buy.
Inventory forecasting and management. Effective inventory management involves
understanding everything about how that product is displayed and consumed.
This includes product type, quantity, brand, cost, products it is often purchased in
combination, the in-store and online location of product, and the minimum quantity
that required within different stores. The target is to keep optimum supply levels instore and in the supply chain and encourage multiple product purchases where this
product is often bought in combination with others. Enterprise AI and analytics can
take data from many sources to provide accurate predictions of demand and help plan
accurate inventory levels.
Endless aisle. Endless aisle refers to the concept of enabling customers in your stores
to virtually browse or order a wide range of products that are either out of stock or
not sold in-store and have them shipped to the store or their home. To achieve this,
you must understand what is being purchased and where. You must be able to hold
inventory as close to the customer as possible. Enterprise AI and analytics help you
minimize over-stocking and improve re-stocking to enable endless aisle, avoiding
underperforming products building up in the supply chain.

Energy and Utilities

Energy and utility companies face a unique set of challenges, from increasing global
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demand and market volatility to unexpected shutdowns that slow production. Complex
regulations also create pressure to ensure their plants, extraction sites, transportation,
and infrastructure are safe. To address these issues, energy and utility companies have
embarked on operational excellence programs to optimize performance and control
costs in every part of their operations.
Energy and utilities generate a huge volume of documents, PDFs, and emails
internally, along with the files generated by HR and insurance functions. The ability to
scan, search, and process this information rapidly is key for streamlining processes,
including maintenance, inventory, and regulatory compliance. Enterprise AI and
analytics enables companies to capture and analyze data from all their major assets,
such as rigs, pipelines, plant, and other operation and production systems, quickly
identify potential problems, order parts, and schedule the work when physical
maintenance is required.
In addition, companies need data solutions that also achieve visibility across
operations and facilities to accurately predict supply and demand, control logistics,
and provide an optimal customer experience.
Within utilities, for example, customer experience is vital to business survival.
Companies that for decades have been nothing more than suppliers now must be
customer-facing services as more markets become deregulated and open. Enterprise
AI and analytics help companies understand the needs of their customers to deliver
increasingly personalized communications and services. Just as IoT devices make the
home and business smarter, these technologies enable utility firms to work closely
with customers to accurately predict requirements and deliver personalized
pricing plans.

How enterprise AI and analytics impact energy and utilities

Enterprise AI and analytics deliver significant benefits to the energy and utilities
sectors including:
• Track metrics, such as risk score, energy production, and reserve analysis
• Achieve visibility into plants and assets across each stage of production

• Quickly identify and shorten or prevent potential service disruptions or asset
downtime with IoT sensor data

• Support self-service customer reporting on utility usage across any device for
improved convenience, insights, and satisfaction
• Automate tasks, such as ordering parts that will soon require replacing

• Streamline regulatory compliance with more efficient reporting on strictly
managed data

• Offer maximum security to protect operations and sensitive customer data such as
personally identifiable information

How are enterprise AI and analytics applied in energy and utilities?
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Energy and utility companies produce a great deal of data, most of which currently
remains unused. However, companies are now deploying enterprise AI and analytics to
gain maximum value from their data.
Popular use cases:
Load forecasting. Short-term load forecasts are vital for utilities. An accurate load
forecast enables generators to optimize the mix of generating units to serve the
expected load while minimizing operating costs. Enterprise AI and analytics predict
and forecast supply and demand in real time, or near real time, and optimize economic
load dispatch based factors such as on customer consumption patterns, weather, and
the mix and volume of energies available.
Yield optimization. With enterprise AI and analytics, energy companies can achieve
fewer disruptions to operations, and optimize energy generation efficiency that results
in less waste, and higher yield per asset. By necessity, assets such as oil rigs, wind
farms, and mines are often located in remote and harsh environments, posing safety
risks to human workers during construction, inspections, and repairs. IoT-enabled
equipment allows engineers to monitor real-time data remotely and take actions
automatically to avoid downtime or the need to dispatch maintenance engineers.
Renewable energy trading. In this era of the ‘pro-sumer’ generating their own
renewable energy and sending the excess back into the grid, new platforms allow
peer-to-peer trading between producers and consumers. As energy supply and
demand fluctuates daily, enterprise AI and analytics can continuously adjust market
prices to account for variations in demand and the number of pro-sumers, and adjust
production schedules for utility companies accordingly.

Digital Marketing

Traditionally, marketing analytics are based on understanding the effectiveness
of campaigns and highlighting customer activity. Enterprise AI and analytics allow
marketers to gather data spread across numerous sources, including information
from social media feeds, call centers, and demographics, to gain insights that drive
customer engagement.
Using these technologies, digital marketers can target new customers, enter new
markets, and tap new streams of revenue. The company can now build a complete and
accurate picture of every customer and prospect. This ability enables you to predict
buying trends and customer behaviors to create targeted and focused marketing
campaigns and promotions. This personalized experience is based on delivering
the appropriate content to the right person at the right time, by analyzing their
demographics, preferences, sentiments, location, devices, and past interactions.

How enterprise AI and analytics impact digital marketing

Enterprise AI and analytics power digital marketing to become more pro-active and
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targeted. Key features include:
• Merge unstructured data for social channels, customer communications, etc. with
findings from regular, structured sources such as marketing automation systems
• Provide managed self-service reporting to clients for improved collaborative
decision-making and transparency

• Quickly measure the effectiveness of campaigns for increasingly relevant up- and
cross-selling offers
• Maximize customer lifetime value by determining accurate recommendations for
each client
• Accurately predict and respond to changing customer behavior
• Quickly spot and exploit new market opportunities

• Improve engagement by integrating social media and sentiment analysis into
marketing strategies

How are enterprise AI and analytics applied in digital marketing?

Customers demand more personalized and engaging experiences. Enterprise AI
and analytics are key to the success of digital marketing to meet today’s customer
expectations.
Popular use cases:
Hyper-targeted advertising. Advertisers know ads are most successful when they
promote the right product at the right time to the right customer. However, getting the
correct combination of product, timing, customer, and channel is difficult. Enterprise
AI and analytics enable advertisers to deliver more relevant, valuable content through
hyper-targeted and automated advertising. Using artificial intelligence, you can
improve the message, promotion, and placement of your advertisements.
Pricing optimization. Marketers use enterprise AI and analytics to deliver pricing
solutions that track buying trends and determine more competitive product prices.
This allows you to dynamically set and update pricing based on a huge range of
ever-changing data, including loyalty cards, regional variations, and competitor pricing.
While static pricing keeps prices absolute, dynamic pricing adjusts prices based on
external factors and individual buying habits. In this way, you can determine how
much an individual customer is willing to pay and how responsive they will be to
special offers.
Marketing attribution. Marketing attribution lets a marketer understand in a scalable
way where the best and worst conversions come from, down to a granular level.
Enterprise AI and analytics sift through vast amounts of customer data from new and
varied sources to identify which marketing tactics are successful, patterns of success,
and the most receptive customer segments. This provides a basis for improving
marketing efficiency and performance over time.
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Transport and Logistics

Research from Forrester demonstrated that 65 percent of senior executives in
transportation believe their logistics and transportation processes were undergoing
profound transformation4. Enterprise AI and analytics delivers actionable insight and
value from the masses of supply chain data that transport and logistics companies
have been gathering for years.
The transport and logistics sector has historically used data to inform its operations
and decision-making. Cargo and assets have been tracked by telematics for over 20
years. The industry has used decision theory to optimize costs, time, and routes for its
vehicles and cargoes. The difference today is the sheer volume and variety of the data.
Enterprise AI and analytics not only allow for similar planning and resource
optimization to happen but for new insights derived from the entirety of an
organization’s connected data in order to drive performance improvements and
innovation. For instance, leading transport and logistics companies inform and
fine-tune core strategies, such as warehouse locations, and enhance realtime, or
near realtime, decision-making related to issues such as inventory, costs, and the
performance of carriers, vehicles, and personnel.

How enterprise AI and analytics impact transport and logistics

Transport and logistics organizations benefit from enterprise AI and analytics in many
ways including:
• Use predictive analytics techniques to anticipate customer demand and adjust
production volume

• Integrate large data sets from structured and unstructured sources for a holistic
view of production, storage, and consumption flow to implement suitable tracking
and monitoring strategies
• Track and monitor driver and vehicle performance

• Optimize logistic processes and detect inefficiencies in routes
• Optimize warehouse and storage usage and operations

• Optimize business continuity and disaster recovery strategies in real time

How are enterprise AI and analytics applied in transport and logistics?

As modern supply chains become more complex, enterprise AI and analytics identify
relationships and co-dependencies in data faster, and at a faster and much larger scale
than humans. This means that in a process with many moving parts, transport and
logistics companies can better plan, improve operations, and reduce risk.
Popular use cases:
Warehouse Management. Proper warehouse and inventory-based management is a
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must for efficient supply chain planning. Poor inventory management kills profitability
with over-stocking leading to waste and under-stocking leading to lower customer
satisfaction and missed revenue opportunities. Enterprise AI and analytics provide
realtime, or near realtime, visibility into all stacks within the supply chain to enable
more effective planning and the ability to move to low inventory logistics strategies
such as just in time fulfilment.
Demand Prediction. To improve supply chain efficiency, enterprise AI and analytics
improves demand forecasting with more accurate predictions. Using historical and
realtime, or near realtime, data, you can perform detailed analysis on a large number
of the factors that influence demand. Unlike traditional demand planning, enterprise
AI and analytics let you not only predict current and future demand but also quickly
identify and react to changes in the patterns of demand.
Workforce optimization. Workforce planning is a must for any modern organization,
involving processes such as recruiting, retention, employee development,
redeployment, and performance management. As supply chains become more
extended and globalized and the number of organizations increases, enterprise AI
and analytics significantly simplify and automate those processes, making workforce
planning more efficient. As a result, you will get a happier team, have visibility across
the entire supply chain, know which parts work well and which are under-performing,
and have the means to put in place a continuous performance improvement program.
1. 2019 AI Predictions, PWC, 2019

2. Tripwire Guest Authors, 5 Ways Attackers are Targeting the Healthcare Industry, Tripwire,
October 11. 2018
3. Goldstein, Phil, Government CIOs Aim to Invest More in AI, Analytics, StateTech, Dec 6. 2019
4. Forbesinsights, Logistics, Supply Chain and Transportation 2023: Change at Breakneck Speed, Forbes,
2018
5. Brayne, Sophie; McKellar, Scott; Tzasfestas, Kyriakos. Landscape, IP Pragamatics, January 2018
6. Douglas Heaven, Will, A Neural Network Can Help Spot Covid-19 in Chest x-Rays., MIT Technology
Review, MIT Technology Review, 9 Apr. 2020
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Chapter 6

Selecting an Enterprise AI and
Analytics Provider
In this chapter
•
•
•

Understanding the key capabilities of an AI and analytics provider

Discovering top tips for selecting an AI and analytics provider
Learning good questions to ask an AI and analytics provider

Successfully implementing an enterprise AI and analytics solution can be complex.
The first step is to select the ideal partner to work with. You are building a long-term
relationship, so take the time to get it right. In this chapter, we’ll cover what to look for
in a provider.

Key Capabilities for an Enterprise AI and
Analytics Provider

There are many elements in an AI and analytics solution. Your provider must
demonstrate a range of technical capabilities and skills. The following sections outline
some of the capabilities you should expect from your provider.
• A powerful and scalable AI and analytics platform that runs anywhere and leverages
an open source software foundation.
• A proven track record of delivering AI and analytics systems that effectively meet
customer needs. Look for providers led by executives with hands-on experience
in making these technologies work in large organizations. The best providers build
testing and validation into everything they do, and they build best practices into
their solution.

• A comprehensive combination of AI and analytics skills that are deployed to either
develop the solution set or are available as a managed service to ensure you always
have the expertise and resources to meet your business requirements and any
knowledge gaps.

• The ability to offer AI and analytics workflow support as part of the solution. As the
technologies are new and still developing, it can take longer to deliver a new system
and to ensure that the expected benefits are realized. The problem is often broken
workflows. Providers should be able to identify opportunities within your use case
to leverage AI and analytics workflows to reduce cycle times, improve operational
efficiencies, and accelerate your time-to-value.
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• Like any major IT program, AI and analytics require change management expertise
to deal with the constant evolution of technology, business processes and
workflows, and commercial strategies.

• Full program management capabilities from deployment through customer support
for your AI and analytics capabilities, where required, covering aspects such as
technical implementation, day-to-day management, incident handling, and on-going
maintenance.
• Access to solution sets that are complementary to advanced analytics and AI. For
example, the combination of AI, analytics and IoT is fundamental in delivering use
cases such as predictive maintenance and pervasive visibility. A single provider can
make the integration of different technologies significantly easier.

Six Top Tips for Selecting an AI and Analytics
Provider

Finding the right enterprise AI and analytics provider can be time consuming and
costly. We’ve included some brief tips to think about when you begin speaking
with providers.
• Select the specialists. AI and analytics are high on the purchase list for most CIOs,
so some vendors have 'AI washed' their current products, meaning that they simply
bolted on a makeshift AI capability. Ensure that the solutions you select are native AI
and analytics built from the ground up. The provider should bring a multi-discipline
team of AI experts and data scientists that are responsible for the development and
delivery of their AI and analytics solutions to the table.

• Not just in one discipline. It is worth remembering that AI and analytics do not exist
in a vacuum. They are an important part of your data-driven business strategy. As
such there are many complementary technologies that need to integrate with your
AI and analytics capabilities. Not only will poor data management and security affect
the performance of your AI and analytics systems, it will put your entire business
at risk. Integrating all those solutions together is highly complex. A provider whose
portfolio includes a wide range of enterprise information management solutions will
reduce the complexity and risk when bringing all these systems together.
• Don’t let your enterprise AI and analytics become another silo. Early
implementations of enterprise AI and analytics have often focused on delivering
solutions for discrete business problems. The result can easily become another
information silo that misses the opportunity to maximize the value of all your
enterprise data. Look for a provider that can demonstrate the ability to integrate
AI and analytics into large enterprise systems and business processes. Can
the provider offer integrated solutions in areas such Customer Experience
Management, Business Process Automaton or B2B integrations?

• Think performance, scalability, and availability. It’s easy to focus on the AI
and analytics part of enterprise analytics, however, the enterprise part is equally
important. Scalability has become a major determining factor when considering
AI. You will need the virtually limitless capacity of the cloud. However, performance
and availability are also essential criteria, with metrics such as system availability,
response times, and maximum load. Given the business critical nature of AI and
analytics, you need to be assured that the system will be available to provide the
right insight to the right people whenever and wherever they need it.
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• A platform for today and tomorrow. Your enterprise AI and analytics provider
should be able to customize their service offering to your requirements today while
being flexible enough to change over time. It's still early days for AI so it's important
that the provider can demonstrate a continual evolution and strong roadmap for
their portfolio of solutions. Make sure your contract and SLAs set out how you will
benefit as the provider introduces these software upgrades and enhancements. Be
sure that the services give you the future proofing you require.

• A partner, not a provider. There is little point in entering into a contract with your
provider unless you see it as a long-term relationship. You’ll find that value accrues
over time, so, you shouldn’t work with your provider in the traditional client and
supplier model, but rather as a partnership. Take the time to ensure that the provider
you select is a good cultural fit – will they work with you in the way you want?

Key Questions to Ask the Provider

Key questions to ask when selecting an enterprise AI and analytics provider include:
• What is your multi-disciplinary team’s background and expertise in AI and analytics?
• How mature are your AI and analytics solutions, and what are the proof points of
your solutions’ success for organizations like mine?
• Are your solutions open source and are they available to the open
source community?

• Can you deliver AI and analytics solutions specifically designed for my industry?

• Do you offer complementary solutions – such as data integration, data management
and IT security – to deliver a single platform for a complete end-to-end AI and
analytics solution?
• Do you provide access to other enterprise information systems, such as content
management, customer experience management, and business process
management, to allow me to gain full control over analysing, reporting, and
optimizing the entirety of my enterprise data?

• Do you have the program and technical capabilities - from initial implementation to
change management and on-going support - in all the regions that I operate?
• Can you deliver on-premise, cloud, or hybrid deployments to meet my exact
business requirements?

• Do you operate your own global cloud infrastructure to deliver the performance and
scalability I require, and the security requirements of my IT department?
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Chapter 7

Build a Business Case for
AI and Analytics
How to

There is huge interest within organizations today in developing AI and analytics
projects. However, many of the technologies are new, and the benefits can be difficult
to quantify. You must build a solid business case to receive the proper investment and
commitment for your AI and analytics programs.
You have a challenge as there isn’t really such a thing as an AI and analytics business
case. It doesn’t conform to the same approach as other IT projects. Instead, the
business case is oriented to specific business issues and use cases. When planning
your business case, consider these key tips:

Get executive team commitment

Buy-in at board level is important for any large IT project but even more important
with AI and analytics. As use cases can be difficult to define and benefits harder to
quantify, your business plan must set out a compelling case for how AI and analytics
can improve decision-making, accelerate business performance and drive innovation.
You must excite C-level executives while giving them enough assurance that dramatic
benefits can be achieved. However, it’s also important to gain commitment and
involvement at every level of your enterprise. Look to identify and recruit champions
who see how AI and analytics are tied to their specific business objectives and are
keen to be involved in the project.

Identify the specific use cases for your business

The best way to construct a business case for AI and analytics is not to sell the
benefits of the technology itself. Identify where AI and analytics can deliver the most
immediate improvement–for example, predictive asset maintenance or enhanced
customer experience for a customer transportation organization. Build a business
case for each use case and initially progress the use case that’s easiest to achieve and
delivers the most benefit with quick time to value. To ensure commitment at all levels,
you’ll need to demonstrate that the project can work. Real world examples of where AI
and analytics delivered for your specific use case help add credence.
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AI and analytics is part of digital transformation

Every enterprise is involved in digital transformation. You should demonstrate that AI
and analytics are cornerstones of any digital transformation initiative. Moving to digital
operations and developing new digital products and services will never be fully realized
without AI and analytics delivering the necessary levels of automation and data-driven
decision-making. However, an enterprise must be highly digitized to take advantage of
AI and analytics, and your organization may still be early in its transformation journey.
While AI and analytics are integral to digital transformation, the technologies can also
help in the digital transformation process through:
• Improving centralized data management to ensure consistency and control of
enterprise data
• Driving better data quality and accuracy

• Improving and democratizing the reporting and visualization of data
• Automating and improving business processes

Look beyond traditional ROI measures

Since AI and analytics solutions are still quite new, it can be difficult to accurately
assess the benefits that will be delivered using traditional metrics. Measures such as
revenue generation or profit increases can be challenging to calculate. Instead, look
to less quantifiable benefits, such as process improvement, customer satisfaction,
employee empowerment and innovation, from which financial gains will accrue. These
soft benefits allow people within the business to gain a wider perspective on the
transformative properties within AI and analytics.

Make the benefits real

If you accept that costs and benefits for AI and analytics are more difficult to assess
that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t try. It’s more straightforward to place a value on
data and how important it is to the business. Through this, you can build connections
between the AI and analytics project and business outcomes. Focusing on real
benefits enables you to link the use case you’ve identified to the business data so that
you can apply ROI metrics. The results won’t be 100 percent accurate, of course, but
provide good estimates in much the same way as any other large IT change program.
Some organizations prefer to reach out to AI and analytics providers that can supply
metrics from similar projects they have worked on and this is something that you
could consider.
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Address the skills gap from the beginning

One of the biggest impediments to success for AI and analytics programs is the lack
of appropriate skills. As AI and analytics become more prominent in business, there is
an increasing gap at both the development and the operations stage. You need to build
a strategy to identify and recruit the AI, data science, and analytics talent you need.
This may involve working with academic and industry bodies or selecting open-source
solutions to take advantage of the open-source communities to create a bigger talent
pool. You may also want to explore managed services that allow a service provider to
deliver the talent and resources you need to build and manage these systems.

Understand the technology landscape for AI and
analytics

There are many AI and analytics solutions available for enterprises. Each has its own
strengthens and weaknesses. You need to identify the AI and analytics capabilities that
best address your business needs, both today and in the future. Talk with providers
and ask them to provide a roadmap of how their solutions will develop and to give
examples of where they have worked on projects similar to yours. Again, you may
consider open-source preferable to proprietary solutions due to the flexibility and
accelerated innovation that open-source communities can bring.

Think culture as well as technology

Any large IT project requires change, but the cultural aspects of an AI and analytics
project can be significant. Just mention AI to many employees and they will talk about
the fear of losing their jobs. AI and analytics programs focus on delivering improved
decision-making. Organizations that lead in AI and analytics take the opportunities
the technologies represent to re-imagine their business process and how staff work
within them. This involves a new relationship between people and machines where
employees must become comfortable with a more technology-enabled workplace.
Cultural change and successful transitions to new roles and practices must be
carefully managed with open dialog and respect at every level.

What does success look like?

With benefits being more challenging to quantify, it’s important that you set out
exactly what success looks like. Set in place a strategy and timeline for delivery and
establish key performance indicators (KPIs) for each stage. Know what you can deliver
and when, and make it clear what everyone should expect from the new system.
Remember to also set out what is expected from everyone using the new system. If
possible, put in place a schedule of what success looks like post-implementation–
one, three, and five years–and plan for contingencies if it appears that the expected
benefits are not being realized.
For AI-assisted analytics programs, it’s critical you get your business case correct with
a balance between high-level business objectives and more tangible financial metrics.
Following the tips in this chapter will give you a good starting point.
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Derive

value from enterprise data
OpenText Magellan is a flexible AI and analytics
platform that combines open source machine
learning with advanced analytics, enterprise-grade
BI, and capabilities to acquire, merge, manage
and analyze Big Data and Big Content stored in
Enterprise Information Management systems.
Learn more about OpenText Enterprise AI and analytics
Visit: OpenText AI and Analytics
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Harnessing value from data has become imperative. Enterprises across industries are
viewing Artificial Intelligence (AI) and analytics as game changing technologies that can
drive critical KPIs such as revenue growth, efficiency, and profitability. As organizations
look to implement AI and analytics platforms, they must consider their approach and
application of the multiple underlying components and techniques. Enterprise AI and
Analytics Explained provides a guide to understanding and navigating the technology
landscape to begin utilizing these disruptive technologies.
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